**Student Dictated Fire Calls**

**3-6-03**

1. Too many electric plugs were plugged in. A blender was making a milkshake for dessert. One of the wires snapped and there was paper nearby. The paper caught fire.

2. In Hawaii a fire plane came and a volcano was in back of a house and exploded and the lava hit the house and it caught fire.

3. It was a false alarm and we need to put them in jail.

4. A wire reached up and it burned me but I put it out with the house and I stop, drop, and rolled.

5. Another false alarm. This time we put the man in jail.

6. Another false alarm. This time it was a kid.

7. A fire started from pots cooking on the stove with no one watching them. When the person heard the smoke alarm they called.

8. There was a real fire and yellow was stuck inside. The smoke alarm went off (2 smoke alarms) and everyone got out of the building.

9. We went in and put out the fire and I rescued Yellow. Now we need lots of sleep after that one!

10. A 5-alarm fire call came in. –Another false alarm.

11. There was a boy stuck inside. There was a car crash call. We had to use foam hoses. There’s a special switch to change from water to foam.

12. A house was on fire and the mom and dad were stuck inside. I had my air breather on. I had to go inside and put on a special suit for walking through fire. I got it under control.

**3-7-03**

1. False alarm. Burglar came into a house. 005 006 Address of house. Police knew it was a false alarm and they came in front of the fire trucks. They put handcuffs on the burglar and locked him up.

2. Bonfire in a house. A burglar set the fire with matches. He went outside and got some sticks. He put the sticks in the bathroom. He lit the matches and put it on
the sticks. The firemen came first. The police came second. The police threw the burglar in jail.

3. It was a wild fire. Someone named George was watching the fire. Some poachers started the fire. George forgot to bring his hose. He lost it. Luckily, he got an extra hose. He put out the fire and saved the deer, lions, rhinos and bears.

4. A little light was on the table. The baby kicked it. That's how the fire started.

5. Someone thought a bomb was an egg. They threw it into a light lantern. It went 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0 and it exploded. Fire fighter MJ got there when it was at one. He got the people right out when it said zero.

6. There was a monkey on fire. He was by a lamp that was on fire. It counted to ten. Fire fighter NS rescued that monkey. He is at the zoo.

3-10-03

1. It was a wild fire. It started because poachers did not build a pit fire. (It has a hole in the ground to place your fire). The wind blew the fire off the wood. It went to the ground. I used a short hose to put out the fire. WK saved panda bears, deer, lion and cubs.

2. It was a big fire. We couldn’t put it out. More fire fighters saw the smoke and came. We saved a baby. A lady had a lighter. The lighter lit when someone wasn’t looking. The whole house caught fire.

3. Fire fighter CB saved a kid.

4. It was a false alarm. There was no fire. The people (little kids) called just for fun. They could see smoke but it was from a store where something was baking.

5. This one was real. The kids were hiding in the clay box and toy box. The fire fighters found them. They were scared and nervous. They were okay but the firefighters took them to the doctor just in case.

6. Firefighter MJ went out on fire call. KM fell into a whole pile of cords. Someone had plugged in 20 cords. Two cords snapped into pieces and fire started. MJ unplugged all of the cords, put the fire out and saved KM. He saved all of KM’s toys.

3-11-03

1. False alarm A short building. I looked on each floor. Someone called 911. I called the police they threw him in jail.
2. Monica cooked stuff. She made cookies. The firefighter threw her cookies away. No! They ate them.

3. Firefighter IP and RS saved a dad, a mother, two babies, a brother and a sister. The fire was at a group time place. The first fire was in the computer room. They did not save anybody there. Everyone was dead.

4. Someone called 911. It was a joke.

5. Firefighters went to store. There was some smoke. Fire hose water put out fire.

6. Real fire was on the rug in K/1 classroom. It was small fire. He used the hose to put it out.

7. Firefighter NH went to Rattlesnake Rocks near Dora’s house. Swiper stopped because he was near rattlesnake rocks. A girl called 911 because Swiper took her doll. NH used her hose to follow Swiper. She took the hose and grabbed the doll. NH took it and gave it to the little girl.

3-13-03

1. There were some matches and one fell out and lit as it fell. It caught the floor on fire and I put it out with the short hose and went back to the station.

2. IL put out a barbeque fire and lots of false alarms.

3. A burglar called 911 for a joke so the police came and threw him in jail and locked him up.

4. Firefighter MJ found ten cords all plugged in together.

5. 99 Fire fighters came to fight the fire at the hotel. When MJ got to the scenes, the other firemen put it out. They drove back home. Glass hit paper and cut it into two pieces. A lighter flew on. Paper and a pillow caught fire. MJ put the fire out.

3-14-03

1. There was fire and smoke in the jail. We put out the fire.

2. The cars burned up. The people fell out and I saved the people.

3-18-03

1. Fire fighter WK went to a dinosaur fire. It started when a volcano exploded. A tree caught fire from the lava. I USED HOSE TO PUT OUT THE FIRE.